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• How much potential is there?

• Can these technologies be done sustainably?

• Both of these are science questions…So we need the 

facilities to answer these questions

The underground is vital for the ‘low carbon 

transition’



UK Geoenergy Observatories

£31 million 

Cuningar Loop, looking west (photo©Claire Ferguson/Clyde Gateway URC)
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How much heat is 
there? Enough for 
houses and 
businesses?

What’s the most 
efficient way of 
getting the heat 
out?

How fast does the 
heat get 
replenished?

Glasgow Geothermal 
Energy 
Research Field Site



3 boreholes at each site (4 at Site 10)
Cased / screened at target 
depths from 21 to 185 metres

Glasgow Geothermal Energy 

Research Site borehole locations



Cheshire Energy Research Facility

• 50 boreholes, 50 - 1200 m depth

• 8 km of drilling, 3 km of core

• 1800 sensors, 5km of fibre optic cable

• Ultra-sensitive seismography



Array 1: Groundwater Baseline
Objective: Baseline to study & understand 

regional groundwater regime

• Array Description: 
• 15 bh at 8 sites, 100 & 50 m deep

• 5 x 100 m boreholes cored to 

samplw superficial & Permo-Trias 

geology

• Automated & telemetered data 

logging in 6 boreholes



Array 2: Seismic Baseline 
Objective: Seismic monitoring network 

that detects very small earthquakes 

(-0.6 to -1.0 Magnitude) 

• Array Description: 

• 10 seismometers installed 

in boreholes 

– 3 x 300 m deep

– 7 x 200 m deep

– 4 x 200 m boreholes 

also cored



Array 3: Deep well

• New geological data

• Single seismometer for 

deep monitoring

• Other experiments 



Array 4: multi-scale boreholes



Science questions - subsurface energy

Shale gas
Microwave fracking?
Combined shale/geothermal?

CAES
Best rocks to do this?

CCS
Injectivity
Biological interactions

Gas storage
Salt heterogeneity
Cavern construction

Geothermal
Tight sandstones hot water

Groundwater 
science



Data and science available to everyone
Groundwater quality

Seismicity
For the public:
To see what’s happening

For scientists:
For research and innovation

For industry:
For new products, jobs and 
investment

…often in real time….



Design-led development

Design Thinking

Design Thinking is a design 

methodology that provides a 

solution-based approach to 

solving problems. It’s 

extremely useful in tackling 

complex problems that are 

ill-defined or unknown, by 

understanding the human needs 

involved, by re-framing the 

problem in human-centric 

ways, by creating many ideas 

in brainstorming sessions, 

and by adopting a hands-on 

approach in prototyping and 

testing. 



User Groups
Designing the online portal for many stakeholder groups

|Different needs, levels of expertise, interest levels



Personas
Getting to know our users

|Personas help us to imagine how different users 

will find, explore and use project outputs.



Spikes and gaps



Typical ranges



External Data Sources

NERC DataLabs

• Dynamic creation of elements within the user working environment
• Accessible from user working environment & parallel compute

• Dynamic creation of storage
• Web-based application



Anomaly Detection

Filguiera, R., da Silva, R.F., Deelman, E., Christodoulou, V. and 
Krause, A., IoT-Hub: New IoT Data-Platform for Virtual Research 
Environments.

Detecting localized anomalies can 

be utilized as a warning system to 

prevent device failures



Messy environment – messy data



Conclusions

• UK Geoenergy Observatories is the UK’s 

first ‘geological macroscope’

• Will ‘listen’ to the underground, collect 

data, provide data to everyone for free

• Lots of new data for new science


